Coca (Erythroxylon coca) is a small tree found in Peru and Bolivia. Cocaine is the alkaloid derivative of this plant and its use dates back over 5000 years. The Peruvian Indians used coca leaves extensively to appease hunger and cold and increase endurance. They combined the leaves with lime or ashes to release the alkaloid and placed the resultant mixture inside their cheeks where the cocaine would be slowly absorbed. Mummies over 2000 years old have been found with bags of coca leaves (chuspas) around their necks, well before the Incas' rule began in Peru.
The Incas appear to have regulated the use and cultivation of cocaine. Its use was largely restricted to the ruling classes but there is evidence of its use in sickness, initiation rites and occasional human sacrifices. Inca medicine men used coca as a diagnostic tool as well as a medicine. They divined the cause of illnesses by sprinkling coca leaves or spitting coca juice. There is no doubt that they appreciated the therapeutic properties of the drug. It was widely used as a stimulant and appears to have been given to relieve suffering in initiation rites and occasional human sacrifices.
The Incas also appear to have utilized the local anaesthetic properties of the drug. The paleopathologist R. L. Moodie reported, "I believe it correct to state that no primitive or ancient race of people anywhere in the world had developed such a field of surgical knowledge as the pre-Colombian Peruvians. Their surgical attempts are truly amazing and include amputations, excisions, trephining, bandaging, bone transplants, cauterizations and other less evident procedures." There is evidence that coca-rich saliva was used as a local anaesthetic and the presence of enema syringes suggests that coca was also administered as a suppository for rapid absorption.
With time, the royal monopoly of coca plants diminished and coca trees were more widely cultivated. Thus, by the time of the Spanish invasion, coca was no longer a symbol of political rank or social status. The Spanish invaded Peru in 1532 and bought an end to the Inca civilization the following year. The surviving Indians were enslaved by the Spanish and sent to work in the mines. The ensuing years saw much conflict over the use of coca. On the one hand it increased the production of the enslaved work force, and on the other it was condemned by the Catholic Church as a symbol of the Incas past religion and culture. During the Spanish Inquisition, plantations were destroyed and coca possession was punishable by death. However, the Spanish leaders continued to supply coca to their workforce in order to meet quotas and pay taxes.
There was an attempt to introduce coca plants to Europe in the 16th century but the leaves deteriorated during the long voyage. By the 19th century there were enough reports of its use and effects to stimulate interest in the medical world in Europe and America. The two earliest proponents were Paolo Mantegazza and Angelo Mariani.
Paolo Mantegazza was an Italian pathologist, anthropologist, writer and member of Parliament who worked as a doctor in Argentina from 1854-1858. There he became acquainted with the use of coca and on his return to Italy published a monograph "On the hygienic and medicinal virtues of coca" which was undoubtedly the foundation for much future research.
He wrote of his own experiences, "...some of the images I tried to describe in the first part of my delirium were full of poetry. I sneered at mere mortals condemned to live in this valley of tears while I, carried on the wind of two leaves of coca, went flying through the spaces of 77,438 worlds, each more splendid than the one before. An hour later I was sufficiently calm to write these words in a steady hand 'God is unjust because he made man incapable of sustaining the effect of coca all life long. I would rather have a life span of ten years with coca than one of 1000000 ... (and I here I have inserted a line of zeros) centuries without coca.' " Cocaine was isolated from the coca leaf and described by Albert Niemann in his thesis in 1860. Very little is known about Niemann and he died shortly after his thesis was published without really appreciating his achievements. It was Angelo Mariani, a Corsican chemist who popularized the use of cocaine. Mariani was working as an apprentice in Chantrels pharmacy in Paris in the 1860s and one of his duties was to assist in the preparation of wine tonics. Consulted by a famous actress with depression, Mariani decided to experiment with coca in wine and soon the actress was feeling considerably more cheerful. She recommended Mariani to her friends and by 1870 Mariani had left the pharmacy business and was selling vin Mariani throughout Paris.
Mariani had probably acquired his knowledge of coca from his cousin, Charles Flauvel who was one of the first ear, nose and throat specialists of his time. Although traditionally we associate cocaine use as a local anaesthetic with Koller, there is no doubt that Flauvel was utilizing it many years before that. He prepared a mixture of coca and alcohol which was applied to the throat. With this he was able to do more thorough examinations and more extensive surgery. This treatment made him very popular and his practice was legendary, with many famous singers among his clientele.
Meanwhile, vin Mariani was being consumed throughout Europe. Rodin, H. G. Wells, Jules Verne and even the Pope spoke enthusiastically of the product. Robert Louis Stevenson reportedly wrote "Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde" whilst under the influence of cocaine. It was during this time that cocaine came to the attention of Sigmund Freud and Karl Koller, which would eventually lead to its popularization as a local anaesthetic. CHRISTINE BALL, ROD WESTHORPE Geoffrey Kaye Museum of Anaesthetic History
